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CHAPTER 2

STUFF IN WATER
STU

Sucrose crystals
ystals14

e’ve already established that water iss essential
ntial to life. However, we can’t live on water
ying
ing degrees and in many different forms.
form Some
alone. Food contains water in varying
ting in a dispersion
persion of what was added to the
food components are added to water, resulting
s, such as a true solution
lution of salt and water
water. These dispersions can be of several types,
to an oil and water suspension.

W

Dispersion: a mixture of two or more substances.
he solute) is dissolved
dissolve
• True solution: a dispersion where the minor component (the
completely in the major component (the solvent).
• Suspension: an unstable dispersion where gravity or other forcess will chan
change
the mixture’s nature over time unless it is stabilized in some way.
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Sometimes additives put in water dissolve, while other times
they won’t. The properties of what’s being added, and sometimes
how they’re added, determine what type of dispersion is generated. Each property
unique and important to understand in the
roperty is un
world of food science!
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NATURE
URE OF
O THE PPARTICLE

The characteristi
characteristics of what’s being added to water are the biggest
st indicators of the dispersion type that’ll be aachieved, and also
determines
mines the dispersion characteristic
Som additive feacharacteristics itself. Some
tures to consider are particle size, solub
solubility, and hyd
hydrophobicicompou
underlying cchemical
ty. All these are a result of the compound’s
ing and ionicc nature.
natu
bonding
xample, creating
reating a mixture of cornstarch and
a water is
i
For example,
nt from a mixture
xture of sucrose and water. The
Th molecu
very different
molecu-grams per
ure sucrose, C12H22O11, is around 342 gram
lar weight of pure
rose is usually
lly in a crystalline form when iit’s
mole (g/mole). Sucrose
r, which by its naturee readily interacts with
incorporated into water,
n water. By comparison,
mparison, cornstarch mo
mol
and completely dissolves in
mol-olecular weights around
arou
ecules vary in size and have average molecular
1,000,000 to 500,000,000 g/mole.
e. That’s a pretty big difference!

Wheat starch granules15

However, this doesn’t tell us the whole story. Cornstarch is
formed into starch granules as the corn plant grows. These granules can be made up of thousands of molecules of cornstarch, and
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they generally don’t hydrate at all in cold water. They’ll remain
relatively intact in water unless additional energy is added in
some form.
xamine
amine some common types of dispersions in foods.
Let’s examine

SOLUTIONS
SO
SOLUT
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Starch granules: The natural
way in which starch is laid
down or deposited by the plant
as it grows. These granules
can be different shapes and
will have a range of density
depending on the plant variety
and growing conditions. A
simple analogy is the rings of
a tree, with layers of various
sizes laid down as growth
continues.

We know how a water molecule’s sm
small molecular size and its
bipolarity combine tto make it a great solve
solvent, and have already
seen
en it called the “universal solvent.”
solvent. When a m
material completely dissolves
olves in water, it’s considered a true solutio
solution. This means
that the material has dissolved to the po
point where indi
individual waindivi
solute molec
terr molecules aree interacting with individual
molecules. In
tate, they greatly
reatly affect one another. The solvent’s
s
phy
this state,
physical
d colligative properties,
properties, and these are actually
propertiess are called
changed!

Colligative Properties
ties

Boiling water16

Freezing point depression, boiling point increase, and vapor
pressure lowering, among others, are referred to collectively as
water’s colligative properties. In this section, we’ll discuss how
true solutions of water affect its colligative properties. Remember,
this occurs only in true solutions, not in other types of dispersions.
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Boiling Point Increase or Vapor Pressure Lowering
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The boiling
ng point
poin of a true solution is higher than pure water.
ucrose as an example since its use is very common in
We’ll use sucrose
od industry.
ndustry. Sucrose dissolves readily in an excess of water,
the food
d the rate
ate of dissolution incr
in
and
increases
with an increase in the water’s
temperature.
When a candy manufactu
manufacturer prod
produces a sugar syrup and wishes to concentrate it by boili
boiling off and evap
evaporating the water, an interesting phenomeno
phenomenon is seen: Where water aat standard conditions
boils
ils at 212°F, the boiling point is higher
hi
when sugar is dissolved
in it. How much higher depends directly on how m
much sugar was
dissolved in it.
Through scientiﬁc
entiﬁc observation, an equation
e
has been deterd that can bee used to calculate how much the boiling p
mined
point
m the baseline:
ne:
rises from

Colligative properties:
• Freezing point depression:
Observations and rules that
describe the freezing points
required for true solutions.
For example, pure water
freezes at 32°F (0°C). The
freezing point of a solution
of water and sucrose,
which together form a true
solution, is lower than
32°F.
• Boiling point elevation:
Observations and rules that
describe the higher boiling
points of true solutions.
For example, pure water
boils
at 212°F (100˚C).
b
A true
tru solution of water
and sucrose
boils at a
suc
temperature
temperatur higher than
212°F.
21
• Vapor
Vapor pressure lowering:
low
Observations
bservations and rules
rul
r
that describe lower
low vapor
vapo
pressures of true
solutions.
t
Forr example,
examp pure water has
value of
a water activity (aw) valu
1. The aw of a true solution
of water and sucrose is less
than 1.

degrees =
Boiling pointt of a water solution (in Fahrenheit degrees)
(0.94°F
212°F + (number of moles of solute per kg solution) × (0.94°F)

iling point of the solution is dependent
dependen
In other words, the boiling
so
on the molal concentration of the solute. For every mole of solute
on’s boiling point rises by almost
per kilogram of water, the solution’s
ree Celsius. Very
a full degree Fahrenheit, or about a half a degree
useful information for the food scientist!
roduction to
For example, this equation can be used during production
on,
n, allowing heatheat
determine the concentration of a sucrose solution,
rate the desired
ing to be stopped at the appropriate point to generate
er degree of
form of candy. Caramel, for example, requires a lower
concentration than a hard candy.

How Does This Happen?

We have our observations and understanding as to how the
boiling point of a sugar solution rises, but exactly why, as noted
in Introduction to Food Science: An Overview (the appendix), is
a religious question! The theory formed from observations is that
solute molecules displace some solvent molecules throughout and
at the liquid’s surface, making it more difﬁcult for the water molecules to escape or move about.
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Evaporated water
vapor above the
liquid surface

Pure W
Water
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Less evaporated
ev
water
vapor aabove the
liquid su
surface

Water
er
Solution
ion

Solute displacing
placing water mol
molecules17

This same theory explains
xplains our understanding of why the vapor
vapo
owered relative to the solsol
pressure of a solvent abovee a solution is lowered
self. The phenomenon
henomenon has extremely
extrem
vent’s vapor pressure above itself.
important considerations when developing shelf-stable
able foods, as
discussed in the chapter on water activity
tivity (aw).

Freezing Point Depression

The last colligative property we’ll review is freezing
eezing point deden determined
pression. From observations again, a formula has been
that describes how the freezing point of a true solution iss lowered
by the concentration of a solute:
Reduction in freezing point = Kwaterm
where Kwater is 3.35°F (1.86°C) and m is the
solute’s molal concentration.

In other words, the freezing point of water is reduced by 3.35˚F
for every mole of solute per kilogram of water. A theoretical chart
helps to make this clear:
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Freezing point depression
ion graph18

Starting at the normal freezing point for
or pure water
ater at 32°F,
32
oint goes down.
down
as the amount of solute increases, the freezingg point
o more goes into
There’s a point, depending on the solute, where no
ng saturated.
solution. At this point, the solution is referred to as being
Dissolving sucrose into room-temperature water is a great exucrose
ample. A point is reached where undissolved crystals of sucrose
remain indeﬁnitely, whatever the amount or type of agitation.
Another interesting and important characteristic of water
solutions is that when they freeze, if sufﬁcient time is allowed for
their formation, the crystals tend to approach pure water. In other
words, as ice crystals form, they squeeze out other ingredients in
a solution that aren’t water. This has the effect of increasing the
molal concentration of the remaining liquid, which subsequently
freezes at an even lower temperature. This proceeds continuously

Saturated sol
solution:: The point
solution
at which no more solute
dissolves in the solvent. For
example, salt dissolves readily
in water until you approach
ation point. Then
the saturation
it becomes more difﬁcult
difﬁcu to
dissolve
lve the crystals. Once the
saturation
on point is reached,
the salt crystals
stals won’t dissolve
anymore.
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until a point is reached where what’s left also becomes solid or is
below the freezing point of the freezer.
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Icee cream19

Ice cream
m is one example.
mple. Some types of ice cream, in
i addition
nd sugar in plain ice cream, have ripples of chocochocoto the cream and
re stirred gently into the ice cream
cre
late or strawberry syrup that are
as a container is ﬁlled.. When you scoop it out, the main portion iis
more solid than the ripples.
es. Among other reasons, it’s because the
th
molal concentration of solutes
es are higherr in the ripples than in the
t
rest of the ice cream.
You may also have experienced
d taking ice cream
ream out of two
different freezers, one of which cools to
o a lower temperature.
mperature. This
results in ice cream that’s frozen to a greater
ter degree, and
nd is therethere
the fore harder. I’ve microwaved a container of ice
ce cream
am for 15 secsec
s onds so that it’s easier to scoop out.
I described the process of ice crystals being allowed
wed to form
that causes a separation of frozen and liquid phases. If freezing is
accomplished very quickly, the crystals are much smaller, or nearly
nonexistent. However, the product is still hard. This can be accomplished through “ﬂash freezing.” It’s important for some processes, such as the freeze-drying of foods.
The natural process is for ice crystals to form over an extended period, even where they may not have been present to a great
degree at the beginning. “Frost-free” freezers, which most homes
now have, eliminate frost that may have formed on the freezer’s
inside by warming up to above freezing for a short while and cool-
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ing down again. These cycles promote the formation of ice crystals. Over time, textural and ﬂavor changes in the frozen food are
the result.

Suspensions
nsions
ons and Dispersions
Dispers
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We’ve talked about soluti
solutions, where whatever is added to water dissolves. What about eve
everything else? Perhaps you’ve noticed
that the oil and water in yo
your salad dress
dressing don’t mix well at all.
Oil and water togeth
together are the classic examp
example of a suspension.
When shaken violently in a clo
closed container,
contain oil and water
ery brieﬂy, but they don’t mix at
a the molecu
mix very
molecular level. The
ctually only being reduced
reduc in size. They’re
The
oil globules are actually
trying
eir best NOT to interact with the water
wa that surrounds
surround them.
their
n the mixture
re rests undisturbed, the oil globules,
glo
When
which are
er, ﬂoat to the surface. They begin to coalesce,
coalesce
less densee than water,
s, forming fewer but larger globules
glob
or join with other globules,
until
t
there is just one big globule layer at the top.
le of a suspension
nsion is cornstarch in water. Cor
Corn
Another example
Corn-ss the water’s heated
heated.
starch doesn’t hydrate much in water unless
ss of cold water,
er, it just looks like cloud
When dispersed in an excess
cloudy
dy suspension
on rests undisturbed, the
or opaque water. If the cloudy
ottom. You can
cornstarch granules will settle to the container’s bottom.
rocess
stir or shake the container again and repeat the process.

Cornstarch in water before settling20

Colloidal Dispersions

Cornstarch granules are large, and because of gravity, they settle on the bottom in an excess of water. Other substances exist
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that also don’t dissolve but are smaller and don’t settle, or take a
long time to do so. Nevertheless, they don’t affect the colligative
properties of water the same way as substances do that dissolve
in water and
nd form a true
tr solution. Mixtures of these types are
collectively
ivelyy called colloidal dispersions. In the case of cornstarch
granules,
anules, for example, they’re
they’r rreferred to as being “colloidally dissome examples.
persed in water.” Let’s exami
examine so
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Cornstarch in water after some settling21

Emulsions

Milk, butter, mayonnaise,
nnaise, and some salad dressings are exex
n we talk about
out emulsions, we need to
t
amples of emulsions. When
erminology.. All emulsions have
ha a
understand some additional terminology.
d an internal, orr discontinuous
continuous, or external phase, and
atrix, or what
hat the discontindiscontinphase. The continuous phase is the matrix,
genera
uous phase is ﬂoating around in. In food,, emulsions aree generally
either oil-in-water, or water-in-oil emulsions.

Examples of emulsions22

Emulsions are stabilized suspensions. In other words, without
being stabilized, they’d separate, as you see in some salad dressings.

STUFF IN WATER
All emulsions need a type of stabilizing agent or action, which can
be mechanical (such as shaking or whipping), chemical, or both.
If the stabilizer
bilizer is chemical, it’s called an emulsiﬁer, which is
an additivee that contain
contains single molecules with both a hydrophilic
(water-loving)
hydrophobic (water-hating) end. The hydro-loving)
ving) and a hydro
phobic
fat, and the hydrophilic end interacts
obic end
d interacts with the fa
with the water, forming a bri
bridge aand stabilizing the suspension.
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Stabilizing agents or actions:
When making mayonnaise,
the egg yolks, which contain
a natural emulsiﬁer called
“lecithin,” is used as a
stabilizing agent, and the
mixture is agitated to force the
egg yolk to mix with the oil,
resulting in an emulsion.

39
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Hydrophillic
ydrophillic End

on o
i r

n ric

Hydrophobic
End
Hydro
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The chart below helpss to put all of this terminology together.
n also be broken
en in various ways depending on
Emulsions can
n, including freezing and heating. When an
a
the type of emulsion,
reversible or can be re
emulsion is broken, it’s usually either irreversible
reversed only by going through
h the stabilization
zation process again.
Food

Emulsion Type

Continous
ontinous Phase

Discontinous Phase

Milk

oil-in-water

water

oil

Butter

water-in-oil
er-in-oil

oil

water
wat

Mayonnaise

ter
oil-in-water

water

oil

Salad Dressing

oil-in-water

water

oil

Let’s look at a several examples in more detail.
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Milkk24

While milk
ilk is mostly water, it does have fat in it that separates
nd. Although
h it’s possible to accelerate the process
p
if it’s left to stand.
rator (essentially a centrifuge), afaf
afusing a mechanical cream separator
ter sitting undisturbed,, fresh milk forms a layer of cream on the
th
surface. The cream is mostly
tly low-densityy fat that rises to the top.
top
To prevent this separation,, most milk that’s sold has been homogenized. Homogenization is a process by which
h the fat globglobules are mechanically broken up into very small globules. Proteins
in the milk interact with the tiny globules
es of fat, stabilizing
abilizing them
in the continuous phase (water) and preventing
nting them
m from rising
ris
to the top. If the homogenization process doesn’t
n’t work properly,
properly
there may be a small amount of cream at the top of a milk concontainer.
Milk is homogenized through the mechanical action
on of a
high-pressure pump forcing milk through a small oriﬁce. This,
along with other steps in the process, makes the large fat globules
es
small enough to interact with the milk protein.

Mayonnaise

Mayonnaise contains large amounts of water and oil and if
not emulsiﬁed would normally form a suspension that separates
upon standing. Also, even though mayonnaise contains more oil

Story from th
the author’s past:
raise goats when I
My family raised
was a te
teenager, and one of my
them We’d
jobs was to milk them.
er consume the whole
whol
wh
either
milk
crea If we
orr separate the cream.
let the milk sit, a thick layer
wou appear on top.
of cream would
hen separated, the cream
When
made excellent ice cream!

STUFF IN WATER
than water—about 65 percent oil—the oil is in a dispersed phase,
and therefore the mixture is an oil-in-water emulsion.

Sa
2
Egg yolkk25

Egg yolks contain
ntain natural emulsiﬁers and are typically used to
uce this condiment.
diment. It must be prepared carefully,
car
produce
using agind controlling
ng the rate of fat addition. Oil is slowly
s
adde
tation and
added
ant and vigorous
ous agitation with the emulsiﬁer
emulsiﬁe present.
under constant

p

m

Butter

Butter26

Butter is different than milk and mayonnaise, since it’s a waterin-oil emulsion. The emulsion is generated by mechanical action,
which in this case is called churning. If you’ve watched old television shows, you may have seen people using a butter churn—a
container with a plunger that’s moved vigorously up and down
for an extended period of time. The process disrupts the natural
coating on milkfat globules, allowing them to coalesce into a larger whole.
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Old-fashioned butter churn.
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=mKrVC4lTJVE
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When cream is added to the churn, the milkfat is the discontinuous phase. However, through the churning process, the milkfat
becomes the continuous
phase. Butter manufacturing is sometimes
continu
referred to
o as inverting the cream. It’s accomplished by adding
cream to the churn and churning
the cream until inversion occurs,
chu
demonstrated
monstrated
ated by a change in consistency.
c
The stabilizing agent is the
t milk
m protein, like with homogethey surround the small water
nized milk. However, in this case, the
globules. Butter is further
droplets instead of surroun
surrounding the fat g
stabilized by refriger
refrigeration.

Foams

Another example
mple of a colloid is foam,
foam such as whipped cream.
wi other com
In thiss case, air is trapped in a liquid phase with
comporoteins—helping
elping to stabilize the system. The same termitermi
nents—proteins—helping
ulsions can be used to identify the com
nology that’ss used for emulsions
com-tinuous phase, and incorporated air is
ponents. Cream is the continuous
the discontinuous phase.
p of a lemon meringue
meringu
Another example is meringue, like on top
nuous phase and trapped
trappe
pie. In this case, egg whitess are the continuous
chanical action produces
produ
air is again the discontinuous phase. Mechanical
the foam.

Making meringue.
https://www.youtube.com/
ww.youtube.com
y
watch?v=4zpYwmi8Jrc&t=80s
4zpYwmi8Jrc&t=80s
p

Lemon meringue pie27
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Gels
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Gelatin dessert28

Hydrated
drated gelatin in water is an example
exa
of a co
combination of
a suspension and
d a colloid. One explanation
explana
is because the partid larger particles settle because of gravity
cle sizes vary, and
gravity. When
er-and-gelatin
tin mixture is in the correct proportions
pr
an
a water-and-gelatin
and it
d sets, it becomes
comes a gel
gel.. Any gelatin that may have been
cools and
ling is now stabilized
tabilized by the gel’s structure.
structure This ex
prone to settling
ex-an be reversed
ed when the gel is heated.
ample of a gel can
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EXPERIMENTS: LET’S MAKE A MESS!
Stuff in Water
er #1: Classiﬁcation of Stuff in Water
Background
ground
und
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In this experiment, we’ll eexami
examine several food systems to classify the type of mixture that
that’s found. Remember that a colloid is
different from a susp
suspension, primarily be
because it doesn’t separate
when left to stand. IIt’s sometimes difﬁcult to distinguish between
using only a physical
a true
rue solution, a suspension, or a colloid
c
usin
examination.
nation. A test using a ﬂashlight can be used to determine
whether a system
m is a true solution. If a focused
fo
beam of light from
a ﬂashlight
ﬂashlight is stopped
the light
pped by the system, it’s a true solution. If th
beam passes through
ugh and can be seen, it’s a colloid.
collo

Items Needed
ed

• 1 small focused-beam
used-beam ﬂashlight
ash
OT low fat)
• Salad dressing, Italian, regular (NOT
• Granular salt
le sugar)
• Granular sucrose (table
• Vegetable oil (any type)
• Cornstarch
• Gelatin dessert (any ﬂavor)
at least 2
• 6 clear glass jars, 1 pint or larger (at
with tight-ﬁtting lids)
• Measuring spoons
• 1 cup measurer
• Spoons
• Masking or painter’s tape
• Marker or pen

Procedures

1. Label the jars “Sucrose,” “Salt,” “Vegetable Oil,” “Cornstarch,” and “Gelatin Dessert.”
2. Add 1 cup of water to each jar, or enough so that the
water level is at least 3 inches high.

STUFF IN WATER
3. Add 1 tablespoon of sucrose, salt, vegetable oil, or cornstarch to the appropriate jars.
4. Screw down the lids on the vegetable oil and cornstarch
jars.
rs.

m
Sa
p

5. Stir the sucrose and salt jars until
ntil the crystals are gon
gone.
Place the ﬂashlight rightt up against the glass
ss and turn it
on. Can you see the light beam reﬂecting
ng off anything
inside the liquid? Record your
ur observations.
ions. Based on
your new knowledge, identify thee types of dispersions.
spersion
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6. Prepare the gelatin dessert according to the instructions
on the package. Let cool to a safe temperature. Fill one
of the clear containers
and examine the product with the
c
shlight.
hlight. Record
Reco your observations.
ﬂashlight.
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7. Shake the cornstarch and vegetable oil jars
rs and observe
observ
what happens. Record your observationss in the table bebelow and identify the type of dispersion.
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8. Let the cornstarch and oil dispersions remain still for 2
hours. Afterward, shine the ﬂashlight through the cornstarch
h and vvegetable oil jars again. What do you see?
Record
observations below.
cord
ord your ob
9. If your salad dressi
dressing came in a clear container, you can
perform
rform this experimen
experim
experiment without even opening the bottle.
If not, pour enough to ﬁll one of the clear jars to about
3 inches
ches high and tightly
tig
clos
close the lid. Shake vigorously;
record your observations
observa
in the ta
table.
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Item

True Solution, Suspension, or Colloid

Sucrose
se in Water
Salt in Water

ooked corn Starch
rch in water
Uncooked
Vegetable oil in water
Salad dressing

Gelatin dessert

STUFF IN WATER
TER #1 DISCUSSION:
CUS
CLASSIFICATION OF STUFF IN WATERR

Sucrose and salt mixed in water both
th produce true solutions,
solution
ndividual molecules
molecule of
with individual molecules interacting with individual
d through
hrough the solusolu
water. When a focused beam of light is passed
tion, the beam isn’t visible, except for on the glasss on either side.
For starch in water, the beam is visible.
on, even
Salad dressing is an example of a stabilized suspension,
while the salt and sugar present in the dressing is in solution. Salad
dressing is one example of a more typical food, where many sys-tems exist together.
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Stuff in Water #2:
W
Boiling Pointt and Water
Solutions
Background
kground
und
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Some molecules are sm
small en
enough to interact with water,
changing the water’s collig
colligative prop
properties. In this experiment,
we’ll test one of thos
those—sucrose, normal ta
table sugar—and see how
itt changes the boiling point of w
water.

Items Needed

• Candy thermometer
ermometer with a pan clip
rose (normal white table sugar)
suga
• 1 cup sucrose
ter
• Water
• Small saucepan
• Spoon
• Graph paper and a pen or pencil
p

Procedures
Part A
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

7.

8.

Add 1 cup water to the saucepan.
n
de.
Clip the candy thermometer to the pan’s side.
re..
Record the beginning water temperature.
ng on medium
Place the pan on the stove and begin heating
heat.
Record the temperature every 60 seconds.
Once the water begins to boil, continue to record the
temperature every 30 seconds for an additional four
minutes.
Turn off the heat and let the pot stand until the water
is cool enough to safely dump down the drain, around
100°F.
Discard the water and run cold water over the pan to
cool it in preparation for Part B.
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9. Record any observations you haven’t already made.
10. Create a graph with temperature on the y-axis and time
on the x-axis.
x-axi
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Part B

Be Ca
Careful! The ssugar solution
can burn you easily!

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.

Add sugar and water to the saucepan.
Clip the candy thermometer to the pan’s side.
Record the beginning temperature.
Place the pan on the stove and begin heating on medium
heat.
ds.
While heating, record the temperature every 60 seconds.
Make note on your data sheet when the mixture begins
to boil.
Continue recording the temperature until it reaches 225°F.
Turn off the heat and let cool to at least 150°F. At this
point you can wash what’s left down the sink, or add some
ﬂavoring (such as peppermint, vanilla, or cinnamon) and
use it as a syrup. Or you can keep stirring it with a ﬂa-
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voring added until it begins to crystallize, then place it on
waxed paper or a cookie sheet and let it cool. You’ve made
some hard candy!
ca
cord
ord any observations
obs
9. Record
you haven’t already recorded.
reate a graph with
wit temperature on the y-axis and time
10. Create
n the x-axis.
on
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Stuff in Water #2 Discussion:
sio
tions
Boiling Point and Water Solutions
Part A

Your graph for water should
ld show the temperature
perature rising
at or near 212°F, depending
steadily until it approaches boiling (at
on your altitude). At this point, the temperature
perature levels
vels off and no
n
longer rises. It will remain that way until all the water
ter has been
b
boiled off. We didn’t do that in this experiment
nt because the temtem
perature rises very quickly once all the water is gone, making it
easy to damage the pan. A constant boiling temperature
ure is direct
evidence of the phase change of water.

Part B

This graph is very different than the one created in Part A.
Boiling won’t occur until the temperature is higher than 212°F.
The boiling point temperature rises steadily as water is ﬂashed off
through evaporation, demonstrating the boiling point elevation rule.
Note: While we won’t do it in this workbook, from the observed
boiling point you can calculate a sucrose syrup’s concentration!
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STUFF IN WATER

Stuff in Water #3:
Solution and Crystal Separation

S
Items
tems Needed
N
•

2 tube-type ice pops, thawed
thawe

Procedures

p

1. Place the ice
ce pops
pop in the
he freezer and let them
t
freeze comco
etely. (Do not skip this step or you might end
e up with
pletely.
an unexpected
expected result.)
sult.)
2. Remove one and lett it thaw partially on the counter—
count
until it you’re
re able to put
ut a dent in it with your ﬁnger.
3. Put it back in the freezer and let freeze completely. The
Th
amount of time this takes depends
ds on the freezer, but may
ma
be up to 24 hours. Remove
move it again
ain and repeat Step
Ste 2.
Repeat two more times.
4. Remove both ice pops from the freezer. Cut one end off
of each one.
ce it in your
yo
5. Break off a small piece of each and place
mouth. Note the crystal texture in yourr mouth.
6. Take other pieces of each and suck on them in your
o
mouth. Note any differences between the two.
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Stuff inn Water #3
3 Discussion:
nd Crystal Separation
Separatio
Solution and

When a water solution freezes
zes quickly, the ice crystals are very
v
kly enough, such as in liquid nitrogen, there
ther
small. If frozen quickly
ce crystal, the smoother
smoothe
may be no crystals at all. The smaller the ice
nt for some products, such
suc
the texture. Small crystal sizee is important
as ice cream. Ice cream manufacturers
cturers go to great lengths
gths to make
sure the ice crystals are very small.
In tube-type ice pops, the freeze-and-thaw
nd-thaw cycling
ycling allows ice
crystals to grow. The result is a coarser texture
xture in the mouth. The
T
sugar and ﬂavor components also concentrate
ate as they’re forced
forc
out of the pure ice crystals. This concentrated ﬂuid
id
d can actually be
sucked out of the ice crystal lattice, if done carefully.
y. This leaves
behind a relatively clear, non-ﬂavored or sweetened ice crystal
structure.
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Some emulsions are reversi
reversible
rever
and some aren’t. Some are more
easily “broken,” or disrupted
disrupted, and others are more resilient. In this
emulsions and try to destroy
experiment, we’ll evaluate sseveral em
them
them.

Items
ems Needed
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Whole milk
lk
Mayonnaise,
ise, any type (NOT sandwich
san
spread)
Real butter,
er, salted or unsalted
unsalte
Margarine
argarine
4 small
all (approximately
mately 1/2 cup) freezer-safe
(not glass)
s) containers
ers with tight-ﬁtting lids
4 clear glass,
s, oven-safee containers
cont
Cookie sheet
Masking or painter’s
r’s tape
Marker or pen
Aluminum foil

Procedures

1. Label the freezer containers “Milk,” “Mayonnaise,”
“Margarine” and “Butter.”
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2. Add 1/4 cup of each emulsion to the appropriately
marked container. Seal and freeze for 24 hours.
3. Add 1/4 cup of each emulsion to each appropriately
rked
ked oven-safe
oven-s
oven-sa container. Cover each with aluminum
marked
il to prevent evaporation
evap
foil
while in the oven.
ace the oven-safe containers
co
4. Place
on the cookie sheet and
ce in an oven preheated
pre
preheat
place
to 225°F. Let warm for 60
utes.
minutes.
5 Carefully
lly remove the sheet and
an containers from the
5.
et stand
sta undisturbed for 3 minutes.
m
oven. Let
Record your
observations
observations.

6. Remove the containers from the freezer and let them
thaw for 4 hours at room temperature. Record your observations.
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Stuff in Water #4 Discussion:
Broken Emulsions

Temperature extremes can disrupt or break emulsions.
mulsions. Cover
Coverrinum foil prepreing the containers intended for the oven with aluminum
wever, this
vented the water in the emulsions from evaporating. However,
doesn’t always occur, depending on many factors.
You should’ve seen the heat-treated samples break all the
emulsions, except for possibly milk. A notable separation of water
from the oil in butter, margarine, and mayonnaise should’ve been
evident, but it may have been only barely visible in milk, or not
at all. Freezing should’ve been less disruptive, with no separation
visible in the butter, perhaps a little in the margarine, but some in
both the mayonnaise and milk.
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Background

In this
his simple experiment, you’ll be able to see with your own
ow
fference between
ween two types of emulsions.
eyes the difference

Items Needed
•
•

1 tablespoon real
al butter, cold
1 tablespoon real mayonnaise (NOT
NOT sandwich
s
spread)
• Water-soluble food coloring,
g, any color
• 1 plate

Procedures

1. Place approximately 1 tablespoon of cold
d butter and 1
tablespoon of mayonnaise on the plate.
he butter
2. Place 1 drop of food coloring on top of both the
and mayonnaise. Let them sit for 2 hours. Record your
observations.

PICTURES: 39, Drops
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Stuff in Water #5 Discussion:
sion:
Water-in-Oil vs. Oil-in-Water

Mayonnaise and butter have different
ent continuous
ous phases. Water
hich allows thee food colcol
c is the continuous phase in mayonnaise, which
se. In butter,
utter, fat is the
oring to permeate, or inﬁltrate, the mayonnaise.
ood coloring just
continuous phase, with the water trapped, so the food
or to the whole
sits on the butter’s outside and won’t impart any color
u like.
unless you mix it in. At this point, you can try that if you
kes are
Mixing in food coloring is how some frostings for cakes
solmade—those with a lot of fat. Frostings are also made with fat-soluble food colors.

WHAT DO YOU THINK?
We’ve just examined speciﬁc types of mostly liquid systems.
Unfortunately, foods are very rarely just one type of system. They’re
actually many different types of systems that are combined into
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one product. Food scientists must know about the different types
of systems so they can understand how they interact together,
because they can bbecome quite complex! This understanding is
mportant when
wh stability is needed. Food must remain
especiallyy important
ble (taste good) and have an appealing appearance to conpalatable
mers soo they’ll purchase it,
it take
t
sumers
it home, and eat it.
conc
Learning about new concepts
can be a lot of fun, especially
for those who are curious ab
about the w
world around them. If you’re
enjoying this workbook so far, you’re pro
probably one of them! Apart
from just being able to impress your friends and family with your
knowledge
owledge and understanding, if you apply what you’ve learned, it
can help
lp you as you learn to prepare food.
fo
ow how a new view of our
o world may help…
h
You never know
Perps you’re the next
ext billionaire entrepren
i
haps
entrepreneur with a novel idea
you
oday while learning about food science! O
i
had today
Or with that idea,
ger in the world.
worl
you couldd solve hunger
Or both!

JOURNALING
ALING IDEA

How do you think butter
tter was invented?
nted? What about cheese?
cheese
ore these products
oducts were invented and
a
Pretend that you’re living before
d and discovered them. Describe
that you’re the one who developed
how it happened.

CHAPTER REVIEW

Write short essay responses to each question:
You’re a food scientist working for a large companyy where
ll the
you have completed testing on a new type of gummy bear. All
ty
lab work went great, but when you go to the production facility
to do a test run, you’re having trouble with the larger batch. Not
all the sugar dissolves in a timely manner. What do you think the
problem is? What can you do to speed up the process?
What’s the difference between real mayonnaise and sandwich
spread? Look on the internet and ﬁnd companies that produce
them. Look at the ingredient labels and list the differences. Why do
you think some people prefer sandwich spread to real mayonnaise?

